Introduction
Copper is commonly used for electrical wiring in integrated circuits by deposition of thin Cu films. However, such electroplated films may be considered to have a metastable microstructure directly following the deposition and significant changes to the material may occur through self-annealing, even at room temperature. The self-annealing is characterized by abnormal grain growth and can proceed for a duration of hours or weeks after the deposition [1, 2, 3, 4] . As this process involves extensive alterations of the microstructure in the film, also bulk thermomechanical and electrical properties of the film are changed. Most notably, the self-annealing process causes substantial changes in electrical resistivity [4, 5] , crystallographic texture [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] , grain size and grain size distribution [3, 12, 4, 9, 13] as well as residual stress distribution [14, 7] . These microstructure changes will also have a secondary influence, for example since an increased grain size tends to mitigate processes such as electromigration [9] . Observations such as these have attracted significant research interest towards the process of self-annealing in thin Cu films. Despite this research effort, now spanning decades, there is still some dispute on the origins of the process and on the actual driving forces and microstructure mechanisms that are involved. While quite substantial experimental work has been done on the subject, considerably less work has been done in terms of developing models and numerical simulation techniques that can be used to further investigate and explain -and also to predict -the microstructure evolution during self-annealing in thin Cu films. Such numerical modeling is in focus of the present study. In passing, it can also be noted that the self-annealing is not limited to planar films, but also extends into interconnect lines in damascene trenches and vias found in integrated circuits [15, 16] . This further emphasizes the importance of the subject for different applications.
Surprisingly few studies have been published on numerical modeling of self-annealing processes in thin films. One example is given in [17] , where a 2D model of grain growth in a generic thin film is considered. Grain growth stagnation related to thermal grooving is discussed and abnormal grain growth is triggered by artificially assigning different properties to different grains. The influence of crystallographic texture on the grain growth process is, however, not included in the model. Grain growth in thin films is also modeled in [2] , using a 2D vertex-type (a.k.a. front-tracking) modeling approach. The numerical model considers the evolution of (111) and (001) textures.
Although some numerical models consider anisotropy of interface energies to some extent, the anisotropy of grain boundary mobility is usually not included. This is in spite of experiments highlighting that grain growth will take place as a highly orientation-dependent, i.e. anisotropic, process during self-annealing in Cu thin films [18] . The need for heterogeneous grain boundary mobility is also emphasized in, e.g., [19] . The relative influence on microstructure evolution by anisotropic grain boundary energy and mobility is considered in the present study. In addition, as noted in [19] , it is likely that other driving forces need to be active in the microstructure for any significant self-annealing to take place at room temperature.
Hence, also the influence of heterogeneously distributed stored energy is accounted for here.
In the present study, the relative influence of anisotropic grain boundary properties and stored energy heterogeneities on microstructure evolution is in focus. It is therefore of interest to determine the magnitudes of the minimum grain boundary energies that can be found for a number of frequently occurring CSL configurations, such as coherent Σ3 boundaries. Abinitio calculations by density functional theory (DFT) are performed as part of the present work to determine the energies of a number of relevant low-Σ grain boundaries. To verify the validity of the calculated energies, the DFT results are compared to data reported in other publications. Mobilities for different grain boundary configurations are in the present model based on the increased mobility which is observed for high-angle boundaries in general and for Σ7 and Σ13b boundaries in particular.
The paper begins in Section 2 with an overview of self-annealing in thin Cu films and the microstructure processes that are involved. Mesoscale kinetics of grain growth are discussed in Section 3, where the coincidence site lattice (CSL) concept to characterize grain boundaries is outlined and anisotropy in terms of grain boundary energy and mobility is introduced. Evaluation of the variation of grain boundary energy with grain boundary configuration by ab-initio density functional theory calculations are performed in Section 4, later used as input for the mesoscale simulations in the present study. The mesoscale modeling of grain growth by the present finite element-based level set formulation is introduced in Section 5 and numerical simulations are performed in Section 6 along with a discussion on the results. Finally, some concluding remarks are provided in Section 8.
2 Self-annealing in Cu thin films
The as-deposited state
Deposition of thin Cu films is mainly done by electroplating as this method has been found to be superior to, e.g., chemical or physical vapor deposition in filling submicron trenches and vias in damascene architectured substrates [9] . After deposition, the Cu film has an equiaxed grain structure with an average grain size in the order of 0.050-1 µm [4, 9, 20] . Depending on the deposition process, a number of grains may initially be present throughout the thickness of the as-deposited film. However, a columnar grain structure tends to rapidly develop to provide a quasi-2D grain structure in the plane of the film. The initial grain structure is also influenced by any presence of impurities such as additives in the plating bath [9] . The initial grain size tends to decrease significantly with increasing impurity content due to boundary pinning [20] . Such grain boundary pinning results in an initial grain size that is approximately of the same thickness as that of the film.
Thin polycrystalline Cu films often have a texture where the (111) planes are aligned parallel to the plane of the film as the (111) orientations correspond to the lowest interface energy in face-centered cubic metals [6, 7] . Hence, this kind of (111) fiber texture will dominate in the as-deposited state [9] .
The as-deposited film may be under a state of stress, which is usually of two different origins: intrinsic stress due to the growth of the film itself and thermal stress caused by the difference in thermal expansion between the film and the substrate onto which it is deposited [21, 14, 7] . Considering Cu deposition on Cu substrates, the thermal strains do not play a part [1] .
There is evidence that the as-deposited microstructure in thin metallic films corresponds to that of a cold worked state in terms of stored energy [22] . As this stored energy can be expected to be heterogeneously distributed in polycrystalline thin films, cf. [7] , this is one possible reason for the abnormal grain growth that is observed during self-annealing.
After deposition, the microstructure evolution in thin metallic films will proceed by the same processes that take place in the bulk material, i.e. through recovery, grain growth and recrystallization [23, 19] . However, the selection of favored grains during abnormal grain growth can be defined in terms of two selection criteria: a thermodynamics-based criterion, considering heterogeneous distributions of grain growth driving forces, and a kinetics-based criterion, considering anisotropy of grain boundary mobility [19] . Both of these criteria are considered in the present study as anisotropic grain boundary energy and mobility, as well as heterogeneously distributed stored energy, are considered.
Microstructure mechanisms involved in the self-annealing
Following deposition, an initial incubation period takes place which usually lasts for a few hours at room temperature. It is suggested in [4] that diffusion of pinning particles along the grain boundaries takes place during the incubation period and that Ostwald ripening results in a reduced pinning of the boundaries, permitting grain growth. This is, however, disputed in [24] where experiments indicate impurity redistribution to be a result of the grain growth rather than the other way around. The importance of impurities is also disputed in [19] where it is suggested that small enough initial grain size alone will trigger grain growth and that pinning effects do not contribute to the phenomena of self-annealing. Supporting the idea in [4] , an incubation time during which impurity diffusion occurs towards the film surface, and while grain growth is inhibited, is identified in [25] . The impurity diffusion at room temperature can be expected to depend on the stress state, where a higher stress would increase impurity redistribution by stress-driven diffusion [25] . However, the incubation time seems to decrease with increasing film thickness, as noted in [5] . At film thicknesses below 0.4 µm, self-annealing has been shown to be suppressed completely [18] .
After the incubation period, a transient phase enters during which abnormal grain growth takes place along with an evolution of texture, preferably promoting (111) or (100) fiber textures, to provide a final grain size in the order of a few microns [4, 9] . The transient time decreases with increasing film thickness [4] . During the transient phase, grain growth does not only alter the average grain size, but may also change the grain size distribution to provide a log-normal, possibly bimodal, grain size distribution [7] . Different texture components are found to be promoted, depending on the origin of the driving force for grain growth [2] .
Increased film thickness and a higher stored energy emphasizes growth of the (001) texture component, while minimization of interface energies promote presence of the (111) texture component. Film thickness and stored energy can by these observations be expected to influence the texture evolution. The annealing temperature is also an important parameter and, as noted in [26] , an increased annealing temperature tends to aid preferential growth of the (001) texture component. In [9] , it is indicated that the as-deposited (111) texture becomes increasingly randomized during the annealing. This trend is also observed in [18] , where the volume fraction of (111) fiber texture decreases during self-annealing while the volume fraction of (100) fiber texture increases. After approximately 50 days the two volume fractions seem to saturate at the same level of roughly 10 %. A reduced presence of (111) texture and an increased presence of (200) texture is observed when self-annealing is allowed to continue for more than 100 days, as seen in the study in [27] . In these experiments, it is also seen that the current density during plating has a very strong impact on the persistence of the (111) texture. The volume fraction of (111) texture is much more stable in films deposited using low plating current densities (3-5 mA/cm 2 ) compared to high current densities (20-40 mA/cm 2 ). Further, it is noted in [28] that the texture of the sputtered seed layer has a pronounced impact on the texture of the as-deposited film. This is also observed in [29] , where the deposited film largely inherits the texture in the seed layer formed by physical vapor deposition. The observations made in the aforementioned studies on the stability of different texture components are in contrast to the ones made in [30] , where the (111) texture becomes increasingly pronounced. To further complicate the picture, it can be noted that observations have been made in [31] of evolution of (110) and (311) textures in Cu thin films several days or months after deposition.
As a final stage, stagnation takes place and the microstructure evolution stabilizes. A saturation grain size is found in [13] as impurities gradually accumulate at the grain boundaries and in the limit prevent further grain boundary migration. Such a saturation of the selfannealing process can also be observed as a reduced rate of resistivity decrease with increasing annealing time, as shown in [1, 12, 5, 13, 25] . In [25] , this saturation is found to occur approximately after 40 hours, beginning with a 1 µm film thickness and an initial grain size of 0.1 µm. Grain growth stagnation can occur, e.g., due to thermal grooving [32, 33] or grain boundary pinning [13, 34] . In addition, recovery will eventually reduce the stored energy levels below the critical threshold values needed to drive grain boundary migration.
Mesoscale grain growth kinetics
Let m and p denote the grain boundary mobility and the driving pressure, acting on the grain boundary, respectively. Then the local migration velocity v of a grain boundary can be written generally as
If a stored energy jump [[E s ]] is present across the boundary, the driving pressure p can be written as
where the local grain boundary curvature κ and the grain boundary energy γ were also introduced. The jump in stored energy is directly related to the difference or jump in dislocation density ρ d across the grain boundary, providing
where the dislocation line tension is given by τ = µb 2 /2, with b and µ denoting the magnitude of the Burgers vector and the shear modulus, respectively. These parameters are defined in relation to the numerical simulations in Section 6.
In the present study, both m and p will be considered as anisotropic quantities, depending on the local grain boundary character. This character will be defined in terms of CSL correspondence, which is discussed in the following subsection. Directly following that, the anisotropy of grain boundary energy and mobility is described in subsequent subsection.
CSL characterization of grain boundaries
Comparing the orientations of two adjacent crystals in a polycrystal, a number of atomic lattice sites may coincide in the two lattices. Such configurations are commonly denoted as Coincidence Site Lattices, CSL, providing grain boundaries that may have significantly different properties compared to general high-angle boundaries. The CSL boundaries are typically of low energy and high mobility. The type of CSL boundary is determined by Σ, where 1/Σ is the fraction of lattice sites that coincide.
Since the crystal orientations depend on three independent parameters, here taken as the Bunge-Euler angles (ϕ 1 , Φ, ϕ 2 ), ideal CSL boundary configurations are scarce in real polycrystals. By the Brandon criterion, the range of misorientation angles ∆θ Σ that correspond to a certain CSL configuration is widened [35] . The Brandon criterion can be stated as
In eq. (4), the parameter θ Σ determines the range of misorientation angles belonging to each CSL and usually θ Σ = 15 • is chosen. This value is also adopted in the present work. Letting g (ϕ 1 , Φ, ϕ 2 ) denote the orthogonal rotation matrix for a crystal, bringing the sample reference frame in alignment with the crystal reference frame, the misorientation between two crystals of rotations g i and g j can be written as ∆g ij = g j g T i . The misorientation is then taken as the rotation which rotates one crystal reference frame into that of another.
In cubic materials, such as Cu, there exist 24 equivalent orientations for each crystal orientation g. Following the usual approach, the minimum misorientation provided by these crystallographically equivalent configurations is taken as a measure of the misorientation.
This reduces the span of misorientation angles and the minimum misorientation is found by performing the minimization
where the indices i and j were dropped for convenience and where O s is one the 24 operators in the cubic symmetry group G c . The absolute value |·| is taken in eq. (5) to reflect that a negative angle simply indicates that the rotation axis points in the opposite direction. In eq. (5), the trace of a tensor is denoted by tr(·). By performing a crystal symmetry reduction according eq. (5), a maximum misorientation of 62.8 • can be expected in cubic crystal structures [36] .
To determine the CSL correspondence of a particular grain boundary configuration according to the Brandon criterion, it is necessary to consider all possible symmetries related to the present misorientation ∆g. The symmetries of both grains, constituting the interface, need to be applied as well as the switching symmetry ∆g ij = ∆g ji . Also the rotation axis is considered to verify if it resides in the fundamental zone, i.e. in the standard stereographic triangle, or not. The corresponding scalar misorientation is usually referred to as the disorientation [37] . The disorientation is in the present work used together with eq. (4) to identify CSL boundaries.
Anisotropic grain boundary energy and mobility
Anisotropy of the grain boundary energy γ is commonly considered in mesoscale modeling of polycrystals by employing the classical Read-Shockley relation
where θ m is the angle that differentiates between low-and high-angle boundaries, defined by the disorientation angle θ. The usual choice of θ m = 15 • is adopted here. In addition, γ m is the grain boundary energy for general high-angle boundaries. According to eq. (6), a gradually increasing energy is modeled for low-angle boundaries whereas a constant energy is assumed for all high-angle boundaries. The Read-Shockley relation is based on the idea of viewing low-angle boundaries as composed of dislocation planes inserted between the adjoining crystals. The misorientation of low-angle boundaries will be proportional to a multiple of the Burgers vector b. By similar geometrical considerations, also high-angle CSL boundaries can be constructed by insertion of additional dislocation planes with a spacing proportional to b/Σ, cf. [38] . Following this reasoning, the variation in boundary energy due to any CSL correspondence can be added to the Read-Shockley relation in eq. (6). The variation of grain boundary energy with CSL type is provided by
In eq. (7), the deviation from ideal CSL configurations is described by ∆θ and the parameter γ Σ controls the magnitude of the reduction in grain boundary energy for a certain CSL type. For any disorientation, the variation in boundary energy with local grain boundary character is now provided by eqs. (6) and (7) as
also considered in [39, 40, 41] . The grain boundary mobility will vary with the local grain boundary character in terms of misorientation across the boundary together with the inclination of the boundary plane and also due to the local content of solute atoms. Following [42] , the essential characteristics of a low mobility for low-angle boundaries and a high mobility for high-angle boundaries can be estimated by adopting a disorientation dependence of the grain boundary mobility according to
where m m is the mobility for general high-angle boundaries, which is held constant under the present isothermal conditions, and θ m , like in eq. (6), is the angle that separate low-and high-angle boundaries. As with grain boundary energy, also the grain boundary mobility may exhibit considerable variations with local grain boundary character. It can, for example, be noted that Σ7 and Σ13b tilt boundaries -corresponding to 38.2 • and 27.8 • rotation around the 111 axis, respectively -exhibit a significantly increased mobility [43, 44, 45, 46] . To allow for such locally increased mobility in the present model, a CSL-dependent component is added to eq. (9), inspired by eq. (7), according to
where the parameterm Σ permits scaling of individual CSL boundary mobilities. Combining eq. (9) and eq. (10), the grain boundary mobility is in the present model determined for individual grain boundary segments from
Settings of the grain boundary parameters related to energy and mobility are discussed further in relation to the numerical simulations in Section 6.
Through the model outlined above, anisotropic grain boundary properties are currently assumed to depend only on the local disorientation between neighboring grains. A full description of a grain boundary configuration should ideally consider not only the three orientation parameters for each crystal, but also two parameters to define the inclination of the boundary plane. However, according to [39] , the influence of boundary plane inclination is likely to be minor. In addition, several authors note that evolution of grain boundary texture can be expected also when adopting a disorientation-based anisotropy of grain boundary properties [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 39 ].
Evaluation of grain boundary energies by ab-initio calculations
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations are performed as part of the present work in order to estimate the grain boundary energy for a number of low-energy CSL configurations that are likely to be present and influence the microstructure evolution. These low energy configurations can be expected to be more stable than other random high-angle grain boundaries and also to occur more frequently as the annealing process proceeds.
In order to compute the grain boundary energies using DFT, calculations of the ground state energy for atomic configurations containing grain boundary interfaces are performed. The grain boundaries were generated using the open-source GBSTUDIO software [52] , which has the capability to generate atomic grain boundary configurations that satisfy periodic boundary conditions in 3D. Thus, because each simulation supercell contains two grain boundaries, the grain boundary energy can be computed as
where E N gb is the ground state energy for an atomic grain boundary configuration containing N atoms, E b is the cohesive energy and A corresponds the grain boundary area. The factor of two in the denominator of eq. (12) emerges because of the fact that the supercell contains two grain boundaries.
Low Σ-grain boundaries are considered with the misorientation axis [110], for which the misorientation angles lie in the interval 38.9 • ≤ θ ≤ 141.1 • . To ensure that the lowest energy configurations are obtained, in addition to considering symmetric tilt grain boundaries, neighboring grains are also sheared such that one of them are subjected to a rigid body translation. Thus, the atomic positions are allowed to relax from different initial configurations, such that relative displacements following grain boundary sliding are accounted for. Moreover, to prevent numerical issues resulting from very closely positioned atoms, neighboring atoms in the initial configuration are merged if the interatomic distance is less than 40% of the lattice parameter.
All DFT simulations in this work are performed using the well-established Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [53, 54, 55, 56] . For modeling the electron-ion interaction the frozen core projector-augmented-wave method is adopted, cf. [57, 58] , with the valence electron description for Cu comprising the 3d 10 4s 1 orbitals. The employed electron-electron exchange-correlation functional is described within the generalized gradient approximation on the format corresponding to that proposed by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [59, 60] . The atomic site optimizations are performed using a quasi-Newton algorithm [61] during which no relaxation of the supercell size or shape is allowed.
In order to obtain satisfactory results the kinetic energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis set and k -point density is converged such that the ground state energy is within 1.0 meV/atom. To achieve this, a kinetic energy cutoff corresponding to 403 eV and a Monkhorst-Pack kpoint grid of size 16 × 16 × 16 for the primitive cell of FCC Cu were used [62] . The k-point grids for the reciprocal grain boundary supercells are made commensurate with the k-point density of the primitive FCC cell. In order to prevent numerical issues associated with lack of convergence from occurring, smearing of the Brillouin zone integration is used based on the Methfessel-Paxton scheme [63] . The adopted smearing width used in the calculations corresponds to a broadening of 0.1 eV, which was found to give satisfactory convergence and sufficient accuracy in the calculations. Table 1 summarizes the calculated grain boundary energies. In order to minimize the grain boundary energy, in addition to completely symmetric atomic configurations also grain boundary planar shifts were performed. For some cases such shifts resulted in lowering of the grain boundary energy. For instance, for the Σ9(114)[110]38.9 • and Σ3(112)[110]70.5 • grain boundaries it was observed that a shift in the direction of the misorientation axis of half the interplanar distance is energetically favorable, cf. Fig. 2 . For the Σ9(221)[110]141.5 • grain boundary there is a slight distortion in the lattice with a minor shift in the [114]-direction which results in a deviation from the perfect mirror symmetry. Combined with the merging of two closely situated atoms in the proximity of the grain boundary, this led to a reduction in the grain boundary energy from 1.20 J/m 2 for the perfect mirror symmetry system to 0.80 J/m 2 for the distorted and reduced system. This result concurs with the findings based on semi-empirical modeling in [64] .
Resulting grain boundary energies
The results in Table 1 concur well with results obtained from classical atomistic simulations based on semi-empirical embedded atom method (EAM) potentials [66, 65] . Most notably it is seen that the predicted universal grain boundary energy curve for FCC metals, parametrized by Bulatov et al. [65] , is well represented by the DFT calculated grain boundary energies of this work, as illustrated in Figure 1 . The only exception for which there is a notable deviation is in the case of the Σ9(114)[110]38.9 • grain boundary for which the predicted ab-initio-data is about 20 % higher than that found in [65] based on EAM formalism. To investigate this closer we applied relative shifts in the [110]-and [221]-directions. However, no reduction in the grain boundary energy was observed. This could be attributed to that we have prohibited relaxation of the simulation cell in the out-of-plane direction. Nevertheless, for the task at hand the obtained accuracy of the grain boundary energies is satisfactory. The low energy associated with the Σ3(111)[110]109.5 • grain boundary is attributed to the fact that it is a symmetric Σ3(111)[111]60 • twist boundary, which corresponds to a highly symmetric and coherent twin boundary. The calculated value of about 30 mJ/m 2 concurs well with the experimental data of 24 mJ/m 2 [67] .
Level set formulation of grain growth in polycrystalline aggregates
Since introduced in [68] , the level set method has been employed in numerous studies to trace the evolution of interfaces in quite arbitrary physical settings. The present level set implementation follows that in [69] and similar formulations can also be found in [70, 71, 72] . The level set framework employed in the present study is briefly summarized in this section for completeness and in order to identify components that are of importance here. Let the level set function φ(x, t) be defined on a domain Ω, where x are the spatial coordinates and t the time. The zero-level contour where φ = 0 is taken to represent the spatial discontinuity Γ, i.e. the interface. Further, the level set function is defined as a distance function, for any point x representing the distance d(x, t, Γ) to the interface Γ at a certain time. In addition, a sign convention is adopted whereby it holds that φ > 0 inside Γ, φ < 0 outside of the interface and φ = 0 at the interface. These preliminaries provide
Since φ(x, t) is taken as a signed distance function, it also holds that
The local interface normal n and the interface curvature κ can be evaluated directly from the level set function according to
Differentiation of eq. (13) with respect to time provides the evolution law for the interface as
Generalizing this result to a situation with an arbitrary number of N φ level sets provides
where v denotes the local interface velocity vector and where φ 0 i (x) are the initial interface configurations at time t = 0.
When numerically evolving the interfaces, there is sometimes a tendency for the level sets to separate or overlap at interfaces. This is mitigated by performing an interaction correction step with some regularity during the course of the solution. There is also a tendency of the level sets to drift from maintaining the property of being signed distance functions when continuously evaluating eq. (17). This issue is remedied through reinitialization of the level set functions. Further details on the level set interaction correction and the reinitialization scheme are given in [69] .
Considering level sets applied to modeling of grain growth, the interface velocity v appearing in eq. (17) is with eqs. (1) and (2) given by
where the velocity component v ρ , related to a stored energy jump between crystals i and j, is defined as
The evaluation of the velocity component is based on the establishment of a velocity field, following the procedure outlined in [70, 69] . The velocity component v κ , related to grain boundary curvature, is found as
If advantage is taken of eq. (15) and if it is assumed that ∇φ i = 1 holds due to level set reinitialization, then eq. (17) can be reformulated by insertion of the velocity components to provide
The advection-diffusion system in eq. (21) is in the present implementation solved in a finite element setting. To consider the influence of anisotropic grain boundary properties in the numerical solution scheme, all elements containing interfaces are identified when assembling the element matrices in each solution step. Elements containing interfaces, being the zerocontour of any level set, are identified by evaluating s i = (max φ i ) (min φ i ) in each element for all i = 1...N φ level sets. If s i ≤ 0, the element contains the interface of the corresponding level set φ i . This approach also allows convenient identification of the level sets that meet in an individual element. Having identified the neighboring level sets, the interface properties can be evaluated according to Sections 3.1 and 3.2 to provide the correct values of the grain boundary mobility m and energy γ. 
Numerical simulations
To perform the level set-based mesoscale simulations, a 2D polycrystal with 900 grains is considered as shown in Fig. 3 and material data pertaining to pure Cu is summarized in Table 2 . This 2D microstructure is expected to be representative for the as-deposited Cu thin film after the initial incubation period according to the discussion in Section 2. The Cu film is assumed to have been deposited on a substrate of the same material, whereby thermal strains are neglected. The initial grain structure is generated by Voronoi tesselation, followed by isotropic curvature-driven grain growth until a representative grain structure with equilibrated grain boundary triple junctions is achieved. An initial grain size of approximately 10 µm is considered. A homogeneous grain size distribution, as seen in Fig. 3 , is also observed in actual Cu thin films in [20] .
Since the present level set formulation is employed in a finite element setting, the computational domain is discretized using triangular elements with linear interpolation, as illustrated in the bottom-right close-up in Fig. 3 . Adaptive remeshing is used in each time step during the solution procedure to maintain proper mesh resolution along the grain boundary interfaces, i.e. the level set zero contours, achieved by a enforcing a condition on the maximum [111]
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[111] To allow tracing of the relative stability of (111) and (001) texture components, respectively, the individual grains in the 2D polycrystal are assigned orientations of either of the two types. The initial texture is assumed to be dominated by a (111) fiber texture as noted in [6, 2, 7, 9, 10, 20] . To represent this, 4/5 of the initial grains are set to be of the (111) type and 1/5 of the (001) type, randomly selected. The initial texture is generated by assigning an orientation to the individual grains in terms of the Bunge-Euler angles (ϕ 1 , Φ, ϕ 2 ) with a 4 • Gaussian spread around the ideal orientation, either (111) or (001). The [111] pole figures of the two texture components are shown in Fig. 4 and the distribution of grains from the two texture populations in the initial microstructure is shown in Fig. 3 , where (001) grains are shaded gray.
The resulting grain boundary disorientations in the initial microstructure are illustrated in Fig. 5 . Note that since cubic crystal symmetries are considered, the maximum disorientation that is encountered will be 62.8 • .
As discussed in Section 2, many studies have been published on the mechanisms involved in room-temperature annealing of thin Cu films, not least on abnormal grain growth, e.g. [76, 77, 78] . Not surprisingly, a main conclusion from such studies is that a prerequisite for abnormal grain growth is a heterogeneously distributed presence in the microstructure of either driving forces and/or pinning features. The present level set model will in the following subsections be employed in studying the relative influence of anisotropic grain boundary energy, mobility and heterogeneously distributed stored energy on the microstructure evolution. As a reference, a simulation is also run entirely isotropic, without any influence of texture or stored energy. All simulations are run for a total annealing time of 20 hours.
Influence of heterogeneously distributed stored energy
Dislocation mechanisms in thin films have been studied extensively using discrete dislocation dynamics, e.g. [79, 80] . In such studies it is noted that although the (100) and (111) components in thin films in principle only differ by the inclination of the (111) slip planes with respect to the plane of the film, significant differences in dislocation processes occur. The generation of dislocations and the presence of plastic strains in thin films is also discussed in, e.g., [23] . Further, from experiments on Cu thin films, performed in [81] , it is noted that the flow stress and hardening rate is considerably higher in the (100) fiber than in the (111) fiber. This trend is also observed by x-ray diffraction studies on Cu thin films in [82] and from nanoindentation testing of thin films, performed in [83] . While differences in elastic energy are indeed a driving force for grain boundary migration, the driving force due to stored energy differences will be up to five orders of magnitude higher, cf. [41] . Significant stress levels have been measured in as-deposited thin films in a number of studies, e.g. [84, 85] , well above the initial yield stress of Cu. This indicates that the microstructure is in a cold worked state, with a lower dislocation content in the (111) component than in the (100) component. The initial dislocation density can be estimated from measurements of the yield stress σ y of the as-deposited polycrystal film, by considering σ y = 0.5µb √ ρ d . Considering the results in [85] on Cu thin films, compressive stresses in the order of -180 MPa can be expected in a deposited film of 1 µm thickness. Such stress corresponds to a dislocation density of about In [4] , it is noted how the stored energy present in the as-deposited film is removed after approximately 9 hour self-annealing at room temperature. The (111) textured grains will be randomly assigned a dislocation density ρ d from a normal distribution with a mean of 1 × 10 15 m −2 and a standard deviation of 1 × 10 14 m −2 . The (001) textured grains are assumed to have a significantly lower stored energy, for simplicity set to be one half of that of the (111) grains. The influence of varying the relative dislocation densities in the (111) and (001) grains is discussed in Section 7. The use of a normal distribution of stored energy is also considered in [7] . The initial dislocation density distribution in the microstructure presently under consideration is shown in Fig. 7 .
Influence of anisotropic grain boundary mobility
Room temperature self-annealing in Cu films may last for days or weeks [1, 3, 4] , much owing to the low mobility of grain boundaries in the material at this temperature, cf. Table 2 . As data on grain boundary mobility in pure copper found in the literature shows great scatter, the estimated mobility value should be taken with some caution. The value is, however, consistent with the very low grain boundary migration rates that are observed during room temperature annealing. The low migration rate strongly suggests that increased grain boundary mobility and reduced grain boundary energy must be present for certain grain boundary types, combined with a heterogeneous stored energy distribution, in order for abnormal grain growth to take place.
When it comes to anisotropy related grain boundary mobility, a differentiation between low-angle (low mobility) and high-angle (higher mobility) boundaries is achieved already by considering eq. (9), cf. Fig. 8a . However, as noted in the discussion related to eq. (10), it can be noted that, e.g., Σ7 and Σ13b tilt boundaries exhibit a much increased mobility [43, 44, 45, 46] . In [11] , a corresponding increased presence of such boundaries is also observed during grain growth in Cu. Pronounced variations in grain boundary mobility in Cu are also found in [86] , based on atomistic simulations of twist boundaries. To take the increased mobility of Σ7 and Σ13b boundaries into account, the grain boundary mobility scaling parameterm Σ in eq. (10) is set according to Table 3 , to provide the mobility variation shown in Fig. 8b by using eq. (11). As an estimate, the mobility of Σ7 and Σ13b boundaries are taken as three times and twice, respectively, the mobility of general high-angle boundaries, cf. Fig. 8b . 
Influence of anisotropic grain boundary energy
As with grain boundary mobility, the grain boundary energy varies with grain boundary character both in terms of misorientation and by the inclination of the boundary plane. Adopting a CSL classification of "special" boundaries, it can be noted, however, that some CSL configurations show greatly reduced grain boundary energy. As an example related to Cu, it is noted in [67] that coherent Σ3 boundaries may have a grain boundary energy that is only approximately 0.024 J/m 2 at 925 K, compared to 0.625 J/m 2 for general high-angle boundaries at the same temperature. These values agree well with the energy levels obtained from the present DFT calculations, stated in Table 1 and shown in Fig. 1 . In the present study, advantage is taken of the grain boundary energy energies evaluated by DFT in Section 4. Considering the resulting grain boundary energy data, collected in Table 1 , it can be noted that Σ3, Σ9 and Σ11 boundaries exhibit considerable drops in the grain boundary energy, depending on the local grain boundary configuration. The present mesoscale model considers anisotropy in terms of local disorientation and CSL correspondence but does not, however, account for the inclination of the grain boundary plane. The energy values in Table 1 are thus taken as lower bounds, indicative of the energy minima that could possibly be encounter for certain CSL configurations. By this approach, and if the grain boundary energy scaling parameterγ Σ , appearing in eq. (7), is set according to Table 4 , the grain boundary energy variation shown in Fig. 9b is obtained from eq. (8).
Results
The results from the three simulation set-ups that were defined in Sections 6.1-6.3 and from the isotropic reference simulation are shown and discussed in this section.
The evolution of the average grain diameter d, normalized by its initial value d 0 , is shown in Fig. 10a . The graphs are labeled in such way that "Isotropic" refers to the simulation where all properties are isotropic, "Stored energy" refers to the case where stored energy variations are present in the microstructure while "GB energy" and "GB mobility" relates to the respective cases where grain boundary energy and mobility are taken as anisotropic quantities. Related to the grain growth, the change in number of grains with increasing annealing time is shown in Fig. 10b . It can be noted that when considering anisotropic grain boundary energy or mobility, both the grain growth behavior and the grain count follows closely what is obtained for the isotropic system. A significant difference is, however, seen as a stored energy distribution is considered among the grains that constitute the model microstructure, also cf. Fig. 7 .
Focusing on the simulations with stored energy differences and looking at Fig. 10b , it can be seen that at the end of the considered 20 h annealing time, the number of grains in the polycrystal has dropped to approximately one third of the initial value. This is still a substantial number of grains and as seen in Figs. 12d and 14b , (111) grains are still present and grain growth driven by stored energy reduction is still taking place. The evolution of grain size, as seen in Fig. 10a , will gradually slow down and saturate, but at a later time, when only (001) grains remain and when normal -isotropic -grain growth kinetics alone govern the process.
Another view of the microstructure evolution is given by considering the grain size distribution, in each case normalized by the average grain size A , as shown in Fig. 11 . The initial grain size distribution (solid red line) indicates that all grains have similar size, as also seen in the initial microstructure in Fig. 3 . A greater spread among the grain sizes is found in Fig. 11 at the end of the annealing period in the different cases. As no artificial grain growth stagnation condition is employed in the present model, the coexistence of growing and shrinking grains results in the wider final-state grain size distributions in Fig. 11 compared to the initial distribution. A notably different characteristic can be found in the case where stored energy variations are considered, where larger (001) grains are present together with gradually disappearing (111) grains. For the other simulation cases, the grains of the two texture components continue to be of nearly equal size. These observations become more evident as the relative presence of the (001) and (111) texture components is further discussed below. In all cases seen in Fig. 11 , the grain size distributions are well described by a log-normal distribution function, as was also found in annealing experiments on Cu thin films in [7] . In addition, the distributions are also all monomodal which is in agreement with the experimental results on Cu thin films in [11] .
The initial presence of the two texture components is shown in Fig. 3 where (001) crystals are shaded gray while the (111) crystals are white. The presence of the two texture components after annealing is shown in Fig. 12 , which also shows the final grain structures from the different simulations. The relative presence of (111) and (001) grains is very similar in the case of an isotropic system, Fig. 12a , and when employing anisotropic grain boundary properties, Fig. 12b -c. A marked difference is seen in Fig. 12d where stored energy variations are considered. Most of the initial (111) grains have been consumed by growing (001) grains. The lower stored energy in the latter texture component has significantly promoted growth of such grains to an extent that might be viewed as abnormal growth of the (001) textured Fig. 3 . a) Entirely isotropic system. b) Grain boundary energy varying according to Fig. 9b . c) Grain boundary mobility varying as in Fig. 8b . d) Isotropic system, but with different dislocation densities for the (111) and (001) grains, cf. Fig. 7 .
crystals. Not only the grain structure evolves during self-annealing, but also the texture. Fig. 13 shows the length-weighted distribution of the low-Σ boundary types that are considered in the present model. The initial distribution is repeated here from Fig. 6 to allow comparison with the distributions obtained at the end of the annealing period when considering the different model scenarios. During grain growth, a general tendency is an increased content of general low-angle boundaries as discussed in, for example, [87, 72] . This is also evident in the present case when looking at the Σ1 content in Fig. 13 , except for the case where stored energy variations are considered. In the latter case, the microstructure has evolved to contain a greater amount of Σ1 boundaries as more and more grain boundaries separate crystals from the same (001) texture component, at the same time involving (111) crystals to a lesser extent. While the fraction of general Σ1 boundaries is reduced, the content of Σ3, Σ5, Σ7 and Σ9 increases which can be seen as a tendency towards formation of a microstructure with a lesser degree of texture randomization. Looking at the cases where anisotropic grain boundary properties are considered, it can be noted that anisotropic grain boundary mobility in particular tends to strengthen the presence of low-Σ boundaries. Looking at the adopted mobility variation, shown in Fig. 8b , the influence would be greatest for Σ7 and Σ13b boundaries. But the narrow width of the mobility peaks in Fig. 8b is likely to be too restrictive as very few boundaries will satisfy the disorientation criterion to achieve the maximum mobility. Turning to the influence of anisotropic grain boundary energy, the energy minima are found for boundaries of the Σ3, Σ9 and Σ11 types, cf. Fig. 9b . As seen in Fig. 13 , the content of these boundaries increase as anisotropic grain boundary energy is considered. However, as with the mobility, there are too few boundaries that fit the criterion to achieve minimum energy to give clear impact on the content of the respective type of boundary. These observations are in line with what was found in [72] for grain growth in the general anisotropic case. The area fractions of the (111) and (001) texture components during annealing are shown in Fig. 14 for the different simulation cases. The graphs in Fig. 14 are consistent with the previous observations of coexistence of the (111) and (001) texture components when isotropic and anisotropic grain boundary properties are assumed, e.g. Fig. 12 . The notable difference is found when a stored energy difference is present between the two texture components, cf. Fig. 14b . In this case the (111) component is rapidly consumed by the expanding (001) grains. The effect of increasing the difference in stored energy level between the (001) and (111) texture components is shown for comparative purpose by the blue and red lines in Fig. 14b is in close agreement with the results found in the simulations of grain structure evolution during annealing of Cu thin films in [2] , where assumptions on grain growth driving forces were employed that resembles the present stored energy variation. As noted in relation to Fig. 12d , this is a most likely mechanism behind abnormal grain growth in relation to self-annealing in Cu thin films. The growth of the (001) component at the expense of the (111) fiber is also observed in the experiments on microstructure evolution in thin Cu films performed in [18] . Apart from in Fig. 14b , the graphs in Fig. 14 represent an almost constant presence of the two texture components throughout the annealing process. But taking a closer look at the variations of the two texture components in the cases where stored energy is not considered, the trends seen in Fig. 15 Figure 15 : Evolution of the area fractions of texture components of: a) type (111) and b) (001). This is a closer view of the results in Fig. 14, showing the evolution in the absence of stored energy contributions.
component. The variation seen in
textured grains are shown in Fig. 15a and b, respectively. It can be noted that when isotropic or anisotropic grain boundary properties are considered -in the absence of stored energy influence -the content of (111) grains increases while the presence of the (001) component decreases. Although the variations in Fig. 15 are small, only a few percent, the trend is clearly the opposite to what is encountered when stored energy is considered, cf. Fig. 14b . Without sufficient stored energy gradients, the effects of anisotropic grain boundary properties will dominate and the presence of the (001) component will be reduced rather than increased.
With the assumptions made in the present modeling approach (relative fractions of texture components, stored energy magnitudes and CSL dependence of γ and m), the stability of the (111) and (001) fiber textures depends on a competition between, rather than on a collaborative effect of, anisotropic grain boundary properties and stored energy variations. This is one probable cause of the sometimes conflicting observations and scattered measurements that can be found in experimental studies on microstructure evolution during self annealing in thin Cu films.
Concluding remarks
In the present study, a mesoscale level set model is employed to investigate microstructure evolution during room temperature self-annealing in thin Cu films. The relative impact of anisotropic grain boundary energy and mobility as well as from heterogeneously distributed stored energy is considered. A particular focus lies on the stability of the (111) texture component, that dominates the microstructure in the as-deposited state, in relation to the (001) component that is frequently observed to be promoted during annealing. It is found that the self-annealing process increases the content of a number of low-Σ grain boundaries. This trend is emphasized when taking anisotropic grain boundary properties as well as stored energy variations into account. The present study further shows that when the (111) texture component has a higher stored energy than the (001) component, the (111) grains are rapidly consumed by growing (001) grains. At the end of the annealing period only the (001) component remains, in line with observations in previous studies found in the literature. In contrast, however, the current investigation also indicates that anisotropic grain boundary properties works in the reverse direction to strengthen the presence of the (111) component over the (001) fiber. These competing mechanisms are likely to be one reason for the considerable diversity in experimental observations of the microstructure evolution during this kind of annealing processes. Another characteristic feature during self-annealing in thin Cu films is abnormal grain growth, which has been observed in a number of experimental studies. In the present work it is found that anisotropic grain boundary properties, in terms of grain boundary energy or mobility, does not suffice to promote any abnormal growth behavior. In contrast, when considering stored energy variations, (001)-textured grains grow much faster than grains belonging to the (111) component. This promotes abnormal growth of the (001) grains, which is observable in the simulations up until the point where all (111) grains are consumed, leaving a purely (001) textured material after a certain annealing period. The duration of this period depends on the relative levels of stored energy in the two competing texture components.
As an outlook towards future work, it can be noted that the current 2D model poses some restrictions on the microstructure features that can be considered. Although a quasicolumnar grain structure is a reasonable assumption for thin Cu films, a 3D study would allow, for example, consideration of how the inclination of the grain boundary planes influence the anisotropy of properties such as grain boundary energy and mobility. Further, some experimental studies indicate that the thickness of the film has an impact on the microstructure evolution. A free-standing copper film is considered in the present case to avoid the additional influence of interactions with a substrate. This is done in order to isolate the different mechanisms that are investigated and keep the investigation as clear as possible. This means that the influence of the top and bottom film surfaces is not considered. As a consequence of this, thermal grooving is not captured, whereby no stagnation mechanism is present in the model to eventually halt the microstructure evolution. It can be noted that the influence of the top and bottom surfaces can be approximated as done, for example, in [2] where a stagnation criterion is introduced and where an out-of-plane grain boundary curvature is estimated from the film thickness. However, the surface energy driving force for grain boundary migration can be expected to be about two orders of magnitude lower than that due to grain boundary energy, and five orders of magnitude lower than that due to stored energy differences, cf. [41] . In addition, several aspects of the annealing process are strongly temperature dependent, and the variation of annealing behavior with temperature is naturally of additional interest. Regarding these aspects, it can be noted that the present level set-based modeling approach does not pose any restrictions towards performing such studies, which will serve as topics for forthcoming work.
